• Biodiesel producer and distributor
  2005
• Grease Recycling service provider to
  Western U.S.
• BQ9000 Producer and Marketer
• Bulk terminal distribution for biodiesel
  blends
  — SEATTLE
  — PORTLAND
  — SALEM

SQ has produced over 50,000,000 gallons of biodiesel eliminating over 100,000,000 pounds of Co2 from our airshed
The SeQuential process
Building a better energy model—one step at a time.

collect
We recycle used oil, fats and grease from thousands of partners, including fast-food restaurants, universities, stadiums, grocery stores, and food processors.
Service
We offer professional grease trap cleaning and line jetting services to our restaurant partners.
Transport
Used oil is drawn to our regional production plant in trucks fueled by SeQuential B20 biodiesel.

refine
Our Salem, Oregon production plant gives waste oils a second life through our clean, tested process. What doesn’t become a bioproduct goes back into the system, producing nearly zero-waste.

refuel
Biodiesel
We create biodiesel that is distributed to retail pumps, truck fleets, and local oil partners, displacing CO₂ and refueling our local economy.
Bioproducts
Glycerin, boiler fuel, and salt cake are a few of the second-life bioproducts we sell back into the community to help industrial and manufacturing customers, and to heat homes.

To build a better energy model by making responsible, local, bioproducts.
Used Cooking Oils
Why Biodiesel Matters to Fleets:

1. Lower/lowest cost option to meet environmental targets
2. High quality and extremely low impact fuel with decades of proven success
3. **Added lubricity** + added cetane
4. Non-Flammable, Non-Hazardous, Non-Toxic & Biodegradable
5. OEM Support & Confidence
Biodiesel adds lubricity to ULSD and Renewable diesel

The process of removing Sulfur compounds contributes to the loss of lubricants in ASTM D975 diesel.

ULSD regulations are causing major concerns with diesel engine performance.

ASTM lubricity requirement effective Jan 1, 2005 for diesel fuels.

ASTM D 6079

High Frequency Reciprocating Rig (HFRR)

Wear Scar Maximum = 520 micrometers
Availability & access

Biomass based diesel products are readily available at terminals in Western Washington.

Your Jobber/Distributor should have a direct line to bio blend stocks either through a terminal or direct relationships with producers.
DISTRIBUTION TERMINALS IN PAC NW

- **SeQuential – Seattle, WA.**
  - b99 blend-stock
    - Kinder Morgan – Seattle, WA.
    - General Bio – Seattle, WA.
    - Shell Oil – Seattle, WA.
    - REG – Seattle, WA.
    - Targa – Tacoma, WA.
    - REG – Hoquiam, WA.
    - Tesoro – Vancouver, WA.
    - Northwest Terminaling – Pasco, WA.

- McCall Oil – Portland, OR.
- Kinder Morgan – Portland, OR.
- NuStar – Portland, OR.
- SeQuential – Salem, OR.
- PC Energy – Ontario, OR.
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Finished Products Manager
SeQuential

KevinK@ChooseSQ.com